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Gartner hype cycle 



Open Data timeline 



 Open Government 

 Open Access 

 Open Standards 

 Open Source 

 Open APIs 

 Linked data 

 Big data 

 Google 

 







Open data is/is not  

 

 Open data is always *non-personal* data 

 Open data is not always big data. 

 Big data is not always open data. 

 There is a lot of overlap, but the terms are not 
interchangeable. 

 Open data can be small data and be valuable. Big data 

is often closed. 

 



Storytime 

 The policy we have represents a particular narrative: 

 release public datasets, start up tech businesses do some 

magic with the data, result = economic growth. 

 The benefit of releasing data is narrowly defined as data 

for business use. 



Internet Elves 



The elves and the shoemaker  

 

 A poor shoemaker and his wife need money to pay the 
rent. He has leather to make one more pair of shoes. He 
cuts out the pieces of leather, before going to bed, so 
that he can sew them into a pair of shoes on the morrow. 
Elves come in the night and make the pair of shoes which 
he sells for more than his asking price the next day. He 
uses that money to pay the rent, buy food and more 
shoe leather. 

 Current open data policy is to leave some data on the 
table in the hope that the elves will come in the night 
and fix the economy. 

 



Gift economy 

 Random Hacks of Kindness  

 NHS Hackday  

 Taarifa  

 Datakind  



Make a business case 



Better journeys 



Trading Funds 



Data.gov.uk 



It’s not like the story 

 The economic growth story is not happening at scale. 

 The companies we hear about are small. 

  There has not been a big story about company growth 

using open data.  

 So has open data failed to deliver on it's promise, or has 

open data been set up with the wrong expectations? 



Impact assessment 



The market for public information 

 new companies can enter the market as information 
providers 

 innovators can aggregate data from many sources 

 there are no transaction costs to sharing open 

information  

 everyone has access to better data.  

 where is the market? 



Not the app store 







Facebook 



Positive externalities 



Open Corporates 



Effective policy, effective giving 



How to mess up open data. A guide 

for government  

 Undermine your open data policy  

 



care.data 

 



Sell data 



Core datasets 



What about business? 

 Effective government is a precondition for inward 
investment. 

 Long term investment needs transparency.  

 Open data could be the infrastructure which attracts 

talent and investment to the UK. 



This is big open data 



This is not big data 

 Postcode Address File 29 million addresses 



Incentives 



Changing the default 

 There isn't really a net cost to publishing open data. 

 It's about changing the default. 

 



The new normal 



Thanks 


